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Note: This information is the result of carefully executed tests. This Technical Data Sheet has been prepared to the best of our knowledge to provide you with advice when gluing. We cannot be held responsible for the 
results or any damage suffered, as the variety of factors involved (type and combination of materials and working method) are beyond our control. Users have to carry out their own checks and trials. Liability can only be 
accepted for the consistently high quality of our product.
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47104 - UHU MoistUre Absorber originAl Device 1000 g DeFrit - 47090

fights mOisture in spaces with LittLe Or nO ventiLatiOn.

ProDUct DescriPtion
Fights condensation, moisture and stale smells in spaces with little or no 
ventilation.

FielD oF APPlicAtion
Lowers high levels of relative humidity in closed spaces with little or no 
ventilation. Suitable for caravan, boat, barn, meter cupboard, attic, pantry, 
basement, crawl space, guest room, wardrobe, gazebo, kitchen, safe and 
laundry room.

ProPerties
· Suitable for all UHU® refills: UHU® Refill bag and UHU® Tab 
· Protects your valuables against moisture 
· Uses no energy 
· Refreshes the air 
· Works clean

APPlicAtion
coverage: � kg works for approximately 3 months in a room up to 
approximately �00 m³ and absorbs with a filling of � kg approximately � Litre of 
water, depending on the temperature, humidity and size of the room.
Directions for use:  
User instructions for refilling with UHU® Refill. 
Remove the white cap from the device and place the refill bag in the container. 
Place the white cap back and UHU® Moisture Absorber is ready for use. When 
the refill has dissolved completely, the device can easily be emptied in the toilet 
or sink. The empty refill bag can be thrown into the waste container. 
 
Always place the UHU® device on a flat stable surface, preferably in a washtub.
stains/residue: Spilt fluid can cause surface marks. These spots continue to 

attract moisture. Remove stains with an abundance of water. Remove stains in 
textiles (floor coverings, lining) can be removed with sodium sulphate (available 
on request at Bison International). Make a 5% solution with water (50 g/l) and 
spread it over the stain. Approx. for approx. 30 minutes. Then dry it off using 
a hairdryer or electric heater. Remove the remaining powder with a vacuum 
cleaner. Repeat the process if necessary. Rinse wash basin or sink well with 
water.
Advice: Always place the UHU® Moisture Absorber Original on a flat and stable 
surface.
Points of attention: At lower temperatures the Moisture Absorber works 
more slowly and clumping can occur. Increasing the temperature will speed up 
the working again. Avoid contact with leather, wood, stone and metal, as these 
materials can be affected negatively.

tecHnicAl sPeciFicAtions
chemical base: Calcium chloride
colour: White
pH-value: approx. �0
specifications: 
Water absorption: about � gram of water per gram of salt.

storAge conDitions
At least 24 months after date of manufacture.
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